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NATE's own GCSE Literature revision resources

What makes these resources unique:

o matched to GCSE Literature Assessment Obiectives

o clearly organised prompts focusing on specific skills of reading response

o have skill"piog.L"sion embeOOeO so students are prompted through simple to more

demanding reading responses'
o make students familiar with the demands of ditferent questions and different question

parts.
o designed for independent study at home/in school' and for group activiff in lessons

Each unit covers language, form and structure' and contexts and comparisons - with additional

support and stretch extension coverage'
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Power and Conflict
by Wilfred Owen

Created out of,YAfE's experience and expertrse fn

English teaching, learning and assessment'



Study focus:

Learning context
This poem presents an easily-understood situation in graphic detail, allowing students a firm grasp
of the central idea of Nature as a hostile force - in addition to the hostile nature of trench warfare.
Students may not immediately grasp the poem's deliberate rejection of the pathetic fallacy, or its
challenge to the idea of a caring God.

All students will be helped by putting the poem in a general context of ideas about Power and Conflict.

Teaching focus
The main focus is on the realistic representation of the misery of trench warfare in winter. Owen's
ideas develop from this, with a conscious rejection of some comforting ideas about Nature and
divine care.

The lesson reinforces the skills progression from the core skills of select and retrieve to the more
developed skill of explain, then to the more sophisticated skills of exploration, interpretation and
analysis.It prompts students to link ideas in the poem to personal as well as historical contexts.

Lesson sequence
1 Students read the poem silently, annotating anything they don't understand*, then teacher reads
it aloud. (*This could be homework preparation for the lesson.J
2 Students discuss in pairs/groups anything they found difficult to understand. Teacher explains.

- Wilfred Owen

Poetry revision : Exposure

A ideas, attitudes, feelings
B language, form & structure
C contexts & comparisons

#
NATE

Pale flakes with lingering stealth come feeling for our
faces--
We cringe in holes, back on forgotten dreams, and stare,
snow-dazed,
Deep into grassier ditches. So we drowse, sun-dozed,
Littered with blossoms trickling where the blackbird
fusses.
Is it that we are dying?

Slowly our ghosts drag home: glimpsing the sunk fires
glozed
With crusted dark-red jewels; crickets jingle there;
For hours the innocent mice rejoice: the house is theirs;
Shutters and doors all closed: on us the doors are closed--
We tu rn back to our dying.

Since we believe not otherwise can kind fires burn;
Now ever suns smile true on child, or field, or fruit.
For God's invincible spring our love is made afraid;
Therefore, not loath, we lie out here; therefore were born,
For love of God seems dying.

To-night, His frost will fasten on this mud and us,

Shrivelling many hands and puckering foreheads crisp.
The burying-party, picks and shovels in their shaking
grasp,
Pause over half-known faces. All their eyes are ice,
But nothing happens.

Our brains ache, in the merciless iced east winds that
knife us ...

Wearied we keep awake because the night is silent...
Low drooping flares confuse our memory of the salient..
Worried by silence, sentries whisper, curious, nervous,
But nothing happens.

Watching, we hear the mad gusts tugging on the wire,
Like twitching agonies of men among its brambles.
Northward incessantly, the flickering gunnery rumbles,
Far off like a dull rumour of some other war.
What are we doing here?

The poignant misery of dawn begins to grow ...

We only know war lasts, rain soaks, and clouds sag

stormy.
Dawn massing in the east her melancholy army
Attacks once more in ranks on shivering ranks of gray,
But nothing happens.

Sudden successive flights of bullets streak the silence.
Less deadly than the air that shudders black with snow,
With sidelong flowing flakes that flock, pause and renew,
We watch them wandering up and down the wind's
nonchalance,
But nothing happens.



A ideas, attitudes, feefings
Discuss/Write about the following:

3 Select and retrieve ftextual detailJ
3a) How does Owen create a "voice" in the poem that is not just his own voice?
3b) Which word in line L makes the wind seem not just hostile, but cruel?

4 Explain [extended textual detail)
4a) How do the words 'flares', 'salient' and'sentries'create a realistic context for the poem?
 bJ Why should sentries be "worried by silence"?

Explain [the writer's motive, attitude, feelings, ideas)
4c) How is the harsh weather presented as something which has Power over the soldiers?
4dJ How many kinds of Conflict are presented in the poem?
4eJ What makes the last line of verseT a challenge to some people's ideas and faith?
4fl What makes verse 7 a statement about what motivates the soldiers in these harsh conditions?

5 Interpret, explore, analyse (writer's ideas and purpose, and effects on readers')
5a How does Owen's use of metaphorical language in verse 3 make the dawn seem active, hostile
and dangerous?
5bJ How, in verse 4, does Owen make the weather seem even more hostile and dangerous than the
warfare around the soldiers?
5c) What makes Line 1 in stanza 5 a reinforcement of the idea extended from verses 3 and 4?

B Study focus: language, form and structure

6 Language
6a) Find three examples of language used to make the weather seem an enemy
6b) \Mhich words in the first four verses create a sense of anxious waiting?
6c) In what way does Owen's personification of the wind make it seem hostile?

7 Form
7a) Each verse is four lines long with a shorter fifth line. What (apart from shortness) makes each
fifth liree different from the lines before?
7b) The poem uses half-rhymes such as "knife us/nervous" and "silent/salient".
Make a list of four other half-rhymes from stanzal--4.

B Structure
Ba) The first five verses focus on the reality of the trenches. How does Owen then create a contrast
in verses 6 and 7?

Bb) How does verse 7 give an answer to the end of verse 2?

C Study focus: contexts and comparisons
"Each task provides a contextual idea and if students focus their answer on this, they will
naturally be able fo access AO3." "The mark scheme recognises a broad interpretation of
context e.g. placing the extract within the larger context of the play, of a literary form or genre, of
the student's own contemporary context as well as historical context." Examiners' report 2017

NB The context of ideas for all the poems in this cluster is that of the cluster title - Power and
Conflict. Each poem should be approached as an example of some kind of power or some kind
of conflict - or both.



9a) The student's own contemporary context
What would make you willing - or not willing - to suffer conditions like this for the sake of your
country atwar?
9b) The wider historical/literary context
In what other ways was the war presented in newspapers and other records at the time?

10 Compare with:
. The Charge of the Light Brigade - similar in representing the suffering of warfare but different in its

focus on patriotism and duty.
. Bayonet Charge - similar in conveying what it is like to be involved in warfare but different because it

does not develop ideas about the situation.

Support: (knowledge & understandingJ
Gloss: "poignent" - sad ; "salient" - piece of land that juts otJt ; "nonchalance" - uncaring attitude;
"invincible" - unbeatable; "not loath" - willing, not reluctant; "puckering - wrinkling, crumpling,'
"glozed" - made unclear (usually in attractive way) ,'

Fill background: Wilfred Owen was sent back to England, wounded, in \917 but he insisted on going
back to the Front to lead his men in battle. As a poet, he felt he had to speak for the soldiers whose
voices would not otherwise be heard. He wrote in The Calls:
For leaning out last midnight on my sill
I heard the sighs of men, that have no skill
To speak of their distress, no, nor the will!
A voice I know. And this time I must go.

Reinforce: photographs of western Front warfare - recruiting posters - newspaper headlines -

Owen's life and death.

Stretch (independent application and development of knowledge & understanding)
Other poems by Wilfred Owen e.g. Dulce et Decorum Est, The Sentry.
Similar poems:e.9. Siegfried Sassoon Suicide in the Trenches, The Hero.
Contrasting war poems e.g. Brooke's The Soldier, Jessie Pope's Who's for the game?
Prose of the First World War e.g. Graves' Goodbye to All That, Remarque's All Quiet on the Western
Front.
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NATE's own GCSE Literature revision resources

Created out af l\rAfE's experience and expertise in
English teaching, learning and assessment'

What makes these resources unique:

o matched to GCSE Literature Assessment Obiectives
o clearly organised prompts focusing on specific skills of reading response

o have skills progression embedded so students are prompted through simple to more

demanding reading responses.
o make students fariiliar with the demands of different questions and different question

parts.
o besigneO for independent study at home/in school, and for group activity in lessons

Each unit covers language, form and structure, and contexts and comparieons - with additlonal

oupport and stretch extension coverage'
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Power and Conflict
Iissu e by lmtiaz Dharker

E



Study focus:

Learning context
Students tend to be confident when discussing poems with strong characters, events or feelings, but
less confident when dealing with ideas and attitudes in the poem or in the writer.

All students will be helped by putting the poem in a general context of ideas about Power and Conflict.

Teaching focus
This revision lesson prompts them to consider ideas in the poem and attitudes leading to or arising
from them. The main idea is that something as insubstantial as paper can be both fragile and
powerful.

The lesson reinforces the skills progression from the core skills of select and retrieve to the more
developed skill of explain, then to the more sophisticated skills of exploration, interpretation and
analysis.lt prompts students to link ideas in the poem to personal as well as historical contexts,

Lesson sequence
L students read the poem silently, annotating anything they don't understand*, then teacher reads
it aloud. (*This could be homework preparation for the lesson.)
2 Students discuss in pairs/groups anything they found difficult to understand. Teacher explains.

Tissue - Imtiaz Dhaker

Poetry Revision 
= 

Tis sue

A ideas, attitudes, feeling s
B language, form & structure
C Contexts & comparisons

#
NATE

Paper that lets the light
shine through, this
is what could alter things.
Paper thinned by age or touching,

the kind you find in well-used books,
the back ofthe Koran, where a hand
has written in the names and histories,
who was born to whom,

the height and weight, who
died where and how, on which sepia date,
pages smoothed and stroked and turned
transparent with attention.

If buildings were paper, I might
feel their drift, see how easily
they fall away on a sigh, a shift
in the direction of the wind.

Maps too. The sun shines through
their borderlines, the marks
that rivers make, roads,
railtracks, m ountainfolds,

Fine slips from grocery shops
that say how much was sold
and what was paid by credit card
might fly our lives like paper kites.

An architect could use all this,
place layer over layer, luminous
script over numbers over line,
and never wish to build again with brick

or bloch but Iet the daylight break
through capitals and monoliths,
through the shapes that pride can make,
find a way to trace a grand design

with living tissue, raise a structure
never meant to last,
ofpaper smoothed and stroked
and thinned to be transparent,

turned into your skin.



A ideas, attitudes, feelings
Discuss/Write about the following:

3 Select and retrieve (textual detail)
3a) Which phrase in verse 1 provides two reasons for paper becoming fragile?
3b) Which words in verse 3 make the Koran seem a book that is handled with care and love?

4 Explain (extended textual detail)
4a) The word "Tissue" has various meanings. What does the word conjure up for you:

. a negative sense of something cheap, thin and disposable? [Such as...)

. a positive sense of something delicate, valuable and alive? (Such as...J
4b) " Paper that lets the light/shine through" Do you think Imtiaz Dharker does this to show its
weakness or its strength?

Explain fthe writer's motive, attitude, feelings, ideas)
4c) What does the writer think are the powers of paper?
4d) What suggests that conJlicf of thoughts about its weakness?
4e) What makes a paper product like The Koran an influence that "could alter things,,?
4fJ What makes Dharker feel that paper is a material too flimsy to use in buildings?

5 Interpret explore, analyse (writer's ideas and purpose, and effects on readers,)
5b) What, in verse 7, reminds the reader of the power of paper in planning something substantial?
5c) At the end of the poem, Imtiaz Dharker links paper and skin as both being "living tissue,,.

Do you think this suggests that:
. paper allows us to plan and design things in imagination.
. putting things on paper is a waste of time because it doesn't last like things made out of brick

and block.
. paper allows us to dream of things we couldn't do in real life.
. things imagined on paper can be loved and valued because they are a part of us as much as our

own skin.

6 Study focus: languoge, form and structure

Language
6a) Why do you think Dharker wrote "a Hand has written" rather than identify a person who did the
writing?
6bJ Do you think "mightJly our lives like paper kites" means "might fly away from our lives,, or
"might display our lives for all to see"?
6c) How does Dharker suggest (verse 4) that, useful though a paper map is, it may not be something
that is substantial enough to last?
6d) How does she suggest that paper records of economic life are not substantial or lasting?

Form
7 The form of the poem is nine four-lined unrhymed verses followed by a single final line. How does
that final line reinforce, develop or differ from ideas in previous lines?

Structure
BJ Use a colour highlighter to show the poem's structure in lines/ verses which focus on the power
or the weakness of paper.

9 Study focus: contexts & comparisons



"Each task provides a contextual idea and if students focus their answer on this, they will naturally be

able to access A03." "The mark scheme recognises a broad interpretation of context e'9. placing the

extract within the larger context of the play, of a literary form or genre, of the student's own

contemporary context as well as historical context." Examiners' report 201,7

The context of ideas for all the poems in this cluster is that of the cluster title - Power and Conflict'

Each poem should be approached as an example of some kind of power or some kind of conflict - or

both.

9a) The student's own contemporary context
Uat<e a list of anything paper-based that you have kept because it is important to you - e'g' concert tickets' diaries'

letters, early school books.
Are they important to you because they are part ofyour past or your present life?

What would they tell a future historian about life today if they were shown in a museum?

9b) Historical context
Compare your list with other examples of paper documents e.g. Magna Carta, US constitution, Scott's diaries, Ann

Frank's diary, Chamberlain's Munich "piece of paper" and announcement of "Peace in our time"193B'

10 Comparisons
. War Photographer - similar in dealing with using a medium to record impressions, but different in its focus on

events of suffering and conflict being recorded.
. Ozymandias - similar in dealing with an attempt to preserve something and the idea of 'shapes that pride can make'

being broken, but different in showing that'nothing."remains'.

Support: (knowledge & understanding)
Gtoisr "Xoran" - the book that is the equivalent of the Bible in lslam', "sepia" - brown-tinged, as in old photographs;

"capitals" - stone that lies across columns to support what's built above it; "monoliths" - single stone structures;
"luminous"- shining in the dark; "transparent "- letting light through.

Fill background:
The first few verses create a sense of the power of something fragile like paper. The first way in which she makes paper

seem important is its use in Books, and religion. The second way that a paper product becomes important is when a

family history is recorded on it - births, lives and death.

The second few verses create a sense ofthe apparent weakness ofpaper. Paper may be seen as unsuitable for building

anything substantial in the real world. Maps and receipts are part of the geopolitics and economics of public life,

recording human existence in fragile materials vulnerable to sun and wind.

Weighing up the fragility and the substance, the writer sees a living power in something as delicate as skin' From thin

prp"., mighty forms can grow: it is the tissue which a thinker (writer?) can draw up plans like an architect to "trace a

grand design" and build "a structure never meant to last". (A bit like a poem?)]

Reinforce: supply of various paper kinds and artefacts (e'g. maps, plans, bills, diaries, tickets, homework planners)

Stretch (independent application and development of knowledge & understanding)
Link with other writers: Dylan Thomas The Hand that signed the paper.

Link with ideas the writer has developed in other poems. Imtiaz Dharker has written elsewhere about the way she

values things which may seem to be trivial or easily lost or destroyed: "I leQrn to loue the thing that has to be erased,

the thing I may not be allottted to keep, sand that runs ouaA beneath my running feet'"
She believes that in modern life we form impressions of the world through various media, some which let the light of

truth through and others which distort the light of truth. In other poems she writes about impressions formed from

various things which let through some light of truth, but some also distort it: a windscreen, TV screen, newsprint'

mirror, water, breath, heat haze, smokescreen.
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Created out of NATE's experience and expertise in
English teaching, learning and assessment

What makes these resources unique:

o matched to GCSE Literature Assessment Objectives
o clearly organised prompts focusing on specific skills of reading response
o have skills progression embedded so students are prompted through simple to more

demanding reading responses.
o make students familiar with the demands of different questions and different question

parts.
o designed for independent study at home/in school, and for group activi$ in lessons

Each unit covers language, fonn and structure, and contexts and comparieons - with additional
support and stretch extension coverage.

I

Power and Conflict
$form on the lsland by Seamus Heaney

NATE's own GCSE Literature revision resources

I
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Study focus:

Learning context
Students tend to be confident when discussing poems with strong characters, events or feelings, but
less confident when dealing with ideas and attitudes in the poem or in the writer. In this poem
there are people and an event, as well as ideas about the people and the event.

All students will be helped by putting the poem in a general context of ideas about Power and Conflict.

Teaching focus
The main idea is that a harsh environment produces behaviour and attitudes in the people who
have to live in it. This makes the harshness of the storm something which has positive results.

The lesson reinforces the skills progression from the core skills of select and retrieve to the more
developed skill of explain, then to the more sophisticated skills of exploration, interpretation and
analysis.lt prompts students to link ideas in the poem to personal as well as historical contexts.

Lesson sequence
1 Students read the poem silently, annotating anything they don't understand*, then teacher reads
it aloud. (*This could be homework preparation for the lesson.)
2 Students discuss in pairs/groups anything they found difficult to understand. Teacher explains.

Storm on the Island - Seamus Heaney

We are prepared: we build our houses squat,
Sink walls in rock and roof them with good slate.
The wizened earth had never troubled us
With hay, so as you can see, there are no stacks
Or stooks that can be lost. Nor are there trees
Which might prove company when it blows full
Blast: you know what I mean - leaves and branches
Can raise a chorus in a gale
So that you can listen to the thing you fear
Forgetting that it pummels your house too.
But there are no trees, no natural shelter.
You might think that the sea is company,
Exploding comfortably down on the cliffs
But no: when it begins, the flung spray hits
The very windows, spits like a tame cat
Turned savage. We just sit tight while wind dives
And strafes invisibly. Space is a salvo.
We are bombarded by the empty air.
Strange, it is a huge nothing that we fear.

Poetry revision: Storm on the island

A ideos, attitudes, feelings
B language, form & structure
C contexts & comparisons

#
NATE



Discuss/Write about the following:

3 Select and retrieve ftextual detail)
3a) How does Heaney establish at the start that it is not just his own personal voice in the poem?
3b) What phrase suggests that there are materials the islanders can trust when preparing ior the
storm?

4 Explain (extended textual detailJ
4a) Why does building houses "squet" protect them against the storm?
4b) How else does Heaney show the islanders'practical skill in defending themselves against the
storm?

Explain (the writer's motive, attitude, feelings, ideasJ
4cJ What kinds of Power are presented in the poem [think nature and peopleJ?
4d) What kinds of Conflict do the islanders experience?
4e) How does Heaney suggest the island's lack of fertility in his comment on the soil? [lines 3-5).
4fl How does Heaney make the reader realise that the island itself provides no protection?

5 Interpret explore, analyse fwriter's ideas and purpose, and effects on readers,)
5a) In what way is a "tame cat turned savage", flines 1S-16) a more effective simile than ,,a savage
cat"?
5bJ If the poem is interpreted as a metaphor for how people should deal with harsh reality, what do
you think is its message for people who don't live on an island?
5c) Find five verbs that convey the idea that the storm is a natural force that is hostile to people.

B Study focus: Ianguage, form and structure

Language
6a) How do the details in lines 1-5 show the islanders are ready for what nature throws at them?
6b) Why does Heaney write that the sea is "exploding comfortaibbt down on the cliffs,,?
6c) Which words does Heaney choose to reinforce the idea of warfare in lines LT_1g?
6d) How does Heaney use words and images to convey the power of the wind in lines Z_LO?
6e) How do the words and images used in lines 1,3-L4 convey the violent power of the sea and the
effect of this on the islanders?

7 Form
The poem is presented as a monologue in a single unrhymed verse, describing the islanders,way of
coping with the storm.
Which words and phrases make the poem seem addressed to readers as a conversation?

8 Structure
The last line of the poem is a single sentence. How does it add to, develop, or differ from the rest of
the poem?

C Study focus: contexts and comparisons
"Each task provides a contextual idea and if studenfs focus their answer on this, they wilt
naturally be able fo access AOS." "The mark scheme recognises a broad interpretaiion of
context e.g. placing the extract within the targer context of the play, of a literary form or genre, of
the student's own contemporary context as well as historical context.,,Examiners, ,"port-2017.



The context of ideas for all the poems in this cluster is that of the cluster title - Power and
Conflict. Each poem should be approached as an example of some kind of power or some kind
of conflict - or both.

9a) The student's own contemporary context
. What is the most extreme weather you have experienced and how did it make you feel?
. How does your family or local community prepare for extreme weather?

9b) A wider context of history/geography
What sort of community would you expect to live on an island:
. people who have chosen to settle there to get away from cities and the mainland
. people who have been born there and stayed because they feel it is home
. people who work there because of some special resources or facilities
. young people or old people?

10 Comparison within the anthology cluster
Extract from The Prelude - similar in showing the effects of Nature on people but different in
showing its effect on a child and on morality.
Exposure - similar on showing the effects of Nature on people but different in showing it as a

negative and hostile force.

Support: (knowledge & understanding)
Gloss; "stooks" - a stack or sheaf of wheat or barley gathered at harvest; "pummels" - repeated
hitting with fists; "strafes" - machine-gun fire from low-flying aircraft; " salvo" - several guns firing
at the same time.

Fill background: Heaney grew up on a farm, so was familiar with nature as something to be worked
with, rather than admired. Unlike some poets, he avoided sentimental views of country life, but
described the hardships and cruelties of living with, and working with, Nature. He wrote that he
liked to explore the relationship between the individual and the wider world, the "mind's centre
and its cir cumfer ence."

Reinforce: pictures of [Scottish?) islands in a storm - weather charts showing hurricane.

Stretch [independent application and development of knowledge & understanding)
Other writing by Seamus Heaney e.g. Digging, The Early Purges, Turkeys Observed.

Other writing about storms: Ted Hughes' Wind, Whitman's Patrolling Barnegat.
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NATE's own GCSE Literature revision resources

What makes these rosources unique:

o matched to GGSE Literature Assessment Obiec'tives

o clearly organised prompts focusing on specific skills of reading response

o have skllls progression embeOOeO so students are prompted through simple to more

demanding reading responses.
o make students farn'itiar with the demands of different questions and different question

parts.
o designed for independent study at homelin school, and for group activity in lessons

Each unit covers tanguage, form and structure, and contexts and comparisons - with additional

support and etretch extension coverage

I

Power and Gonflict
frorn The Prelude bY Witrliam

Created out of irAfE's experience and expertise in
English teaching, tearning and assessrnent'
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Poetry Revision: from The prelude

Study focus: A ideas. attitudes, kelings
B language, form & structure
C contexts & comparisons

Learning context
Some students may find the language of the poem unfamiliar (,,elfin,,, ,,pinnace,,) 

and they may alsofind some of the ideas equally unfamiliar. The Romantic notion of natuie as a moral influence onhuman behaviour may not resonate with many teenagers today _ and not just urban teenagers.

All students will be helped by putting the poem in a general context of ideas about power and Conflict.

Teaching focus
The initial and main teaching focus needs to be on ideas and feelings that are easier for modernreaders to recognise: the act of stealing something for pleasure an j the guilt that follows the act.Both can be connected to the familiar idea of the po*rrof childhood imJgination and the conflictsbetween imagination and reality and between feelings and ideas.

The lesson reinforces the skills progression from the core skills of select and retrieve to the moredeveloped skill of explain,then to the more sophisticated skills of exploration, interpretation andanalysis.lt prompts students to link ideas in the poem to personal as well as historical contexts.

Lesson sequence
1 Students read the poem silently, annotating anything they don,t understand*, then teacher readsit aloud. (*This could be homework preparation for the lesson.)
2 Students discuss in pairs/groups anything they found difficuit to understand. Teacher explains.

Extract from The Prelude - William Wordsworth

#
NATE

I Within a rocky cave, its usual home.
Straight I unloosed her chain, and stepping in
Pushed from the shore. It was an act of steilth
And troubled pleasure, nor without the voice
Of mountain-echoes did my boat move on,
Leaving behind her still, on either side,
Small circles glittering idly in the moon,
Until they melted all into one track
Of sparkling light. But now,like one who rows,
(Proud of his skill) to reach a chosen point
With an unswerving Iine, I fixed my view
Upon the summit of a craggy ridge,
The horizon's utmost boundary; far above
Was nothing but the stars and the grey sky.
She was an elfin pinnace; lustily
I dipped my oars into the silent lake,
And, as I rose upon the stroke, my boat

One summer her ufo(ledevening dnby )
A ttle Bo tiat ed ato willow-tree

the water like aWent heavi thro

Upreared its head.-l struck and struck again,
And growing still in stature the grim shape
Towered up between me and the stars, and still,
For so it seemed, with purpose of its own
And measured motion like a living thing,
Strode after me. With trembling oars I turned,
Worked with a dim and undetermined sense
0f unknown modes of being; o,er my thoughts
There hung a darkness, call it solitude
Or blank desertion. No familiar shapes
Remained, no pleasant images of trees,
0f sea or slry, no colours of green fields;
But huge and mighty forms, that do not live
Like living men, moved slowly through the mind
By day, and were a trouble to my dreams.

Wh from ehb indED, that thentillcraggy steep
The ho nrizo s b a hound, blackuge and hpeak, uge,

ifAs volwith poweruntary instinct
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A ideas, attitudes, feeling s
Discuss/Write about the following:

3 Select and retrieve (textual detail)
3a) What, in the first line, suggests that Wordsworth was led by something with a personal quality?
3b) Which word suggests the way that Wordsworth acted with care not be seen?

4 Explain (extended textual detail)
4a) How can something that is a pleasure be, at the same time,'troubled' (line 6)?

4b) What do you think the dreams were about that'troubled' (line 38) young Wordsworth's sleep?

Explain (the writer's motive, attitude, feelings, ideas)
4c) What kind of Power does Wordsworth portray in Nature?
4d) What kinds of Conflict disturbed young Wordsworth's thoughts and feelings?
4eJ How did Wordsworth's thoughts and feelings change as he rowed back towards the lake shore?

4fJ What made a simple act of taking a boat out end up in thoughts about "unknown modes of being"
and imagined "huge and mighty forms'?

5 Interpret, explore, analyse (writer's ideas and purpose, and effects on readers')
5a) What impression does Wordsworth create by writing that the mountain "Upreared its head" and
"strode after me"?
5bJ Which way do you think Wordsworth was facing as he rowed into the lake?

5c) Which words does Wordsworth use to contrast with the comforting words "familiQr", "pleasant"

and "green"?

B Study focus: language, form and structure

6 Language
6a) Wordsworth uses contrasting language to convey the conflict between positive feelings of
pleasure and negative feelings of fear. For example, words with a positive sense below are in bold.
Underline any contrasting words with a negative sense.

One summer evening fled by herJ I found
A little Boat tied to a Willow-tree
Within a rocky cave, its usual home.
Straight I unloosed her chain, and stepping in
Pushed from the shore. It was an act of stealth
And troubled pleasure, nor without the voice
0f mountain-echoes did my boat move on,
Leaving behind her still, on either side,
Small circles glittering idly in the moon,
Until they melted all into one track
0f sparkling light.

6bJ Which words convey a negative impression of the mountain in lines 2l-29?

7 Form
This autobiographical poem is presented as a personal narrative. Which words [pronounsJ are used

to make the story personal, and which to make the mountains impersonal?

2

8 Structure



8a) Sometimes, Wordsworth emphasises an action by putting the important verb at the beginning
of a new line so the reader comes to it after a brief pause at the end of the line before, for example
"...and stepping in / Pushed from the shore", in line 5. Find three examples of emphasising the verb in
this way this in lines 24-31.

Bb) Wordsworth presents this memory of childhood in a sequence of what he did (narration), how
he felt (impression) and the thoughts that came from it freflection).
Use a highlighter to mark the way this sequence gives a structure to the extract:

a) Narrative (dealing with what happened)

b) Impressionistic [dealing with the childhood feelings)

cJ Reflective flooking back and forming an idea about it all)

9 Study focus: contexts & comparisons
"Each task provides a contextual idea and if students focus their answer on this, they will
naturally be able fo access AO3." "The mark scheme recognises a broad interpretation of
context e.g. placing the extract within the larger context of the play, of a literary form or genre, of
the student's own contemporary context as well as historical context " Examiners' report 2017.

NB The context of ideas for all the poems in this cluster is provided by the cluster title - Power
and Conflicf. Each poem should be approached as an example of some kind of power or some
kind of conflict - or both.

9a) The student's own contemporary context
Think about when you were a child.
. What used to make you worry about getting into trouble?
. What can you remember about being afraid of the dark and imagining things like ghosts and monsters?

9b) The wider historicalfliterary context
Notice how the poem reflects the context of its time, and the beliefs of the poet. For example, it
reflects the context of the Romantic period, which took an interest in nature, childhood and
imagination. It shows Wordsworth's belief that nature was an influence in people's moral
development and that events in childhood have a lasting influence on people as they grow up.

. What might a non-Romantic writer think about the influence of Nature and Childhood?

10 Study focus Comparison
Storm on the Island - similar in showing influence of nature on people's lives but different in
showing a positive effect.
Exposure - similar in showing influence of nature on people's lives but different in showing it as
totally hostile.

Support: (knowledge & understanding)
Gloss: "creggy" - rough and jagged rock formations; "elfin" - like an ell fairy or spirit; "pinnace" - a

small rowing or sailing boat; "lustily" - energetically; "solitude" - being alone.

Background: The Prelude is Wordsworth's autobiographical poem, subtitled "The growth of a poet's
mind". It describes events and feelings that influenced him as a child, an adult and a writer. The
main influence was the natural environment of the Lake District. In this extract he recalls an event
when he was about nine or ten when he took a rowing boat that did not belong to him out near
Patterdale on Ullswater. As he rowed out backwards into the lake, facing the shore he was rowing
from, he saw the nearest mountain-top. The farther he rowed out, the more his sightline changed,
and he gradually began to see the higher mountain behind the first one. This created the illusion of
a shape rising up from behind the other, which, in his childish mind, made it seem alive. In his

3



imagination, it seemed to be chasing him. This childish guilt and fear, which gave him bad moments
and nightmares, made him think that nature was an influence on people,s moral development.

Reinforce: map of Ullswater and patterdale, with mountains marked on the eastern shore.

Stretch [independent application and development of knowledge & understanding)
Other parts of The Prelude e.g. bird-nesting (prelude Bk -Z lines OO_IZ1
Other Wordsworth poems e.g. The Tables Turned,
0ther Romantic poems e.g. Blake's Songs of Innocence
Other accounts of childhood experience e.g. Ch. 1 from Cider with Rosie.

4
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Poetry revision: War Photographer

Study focus: A ideas, attitudes, feelings
B language, form & structure
C contexts & comparisons

Learning context
Students may not be aware of the specialist role in journalism of the war photographer. They may
need to know that war photographers spend their time in dangerous and distreising situations.
All students will be helped by putting the poem in o general context of ideas about poier and Conflict.

Teaching focus
The main focus is on the feelings of the photographer about the scenes he has recorded, and his
professionalism in keeping his feelings apart from the images he provides for his newspaper.

The lesson reinforces the skills progression from the core skills of select and retrieve to the more
developed skill of explain, then to the more sophisticated skills of exploration, interpretation and
analysis.lt prompts students to link ideas in the poem to personal as well as historical contexts.

Lesson sequence
l- Students read the poem silently, annotating anything they don,t understand*, then teacher reads
it aloud. (xThis could be homework preparation for the lesson.)
2 Students discuss in pairs/groups anything they found difficult to understand. Teacher explains.

War Photographer - Carol Ann Duffy
In his darkroom he is finally alone
with spools of suffering set out in ordered rows.
The only light is red and softly glows,
as though this were a church and he
a priest preparing to intone a Mass.
Belfast. Beirut. Phnom Penh. All flesh is grass.

He has a job to do. Solutions slop in trays
beneath his hands which did not tremble then
though seem to now. Rural England. Home again
to ordinary pain which simple weather can dispel,
to fields which don't explode beneath the feet
of running children in a nightmare heat.

Something is happening. A stranger's features
faintly start to twist before his eyes,
a half-formed ghost. He remembers the cries
of this man's wife, how he sought approval
without words to do what someone must
and how the blood stained into foreign dust.

A hundred agonies in black-and-white
from which his editor will pick out five or six
for Sunday's supplement. The reader's eyeballs prick
with tears between bath and pre-lunch beers.
From aeroplane he stares impassively at where
he earns a living and they do not care.

#
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A ideas, attitudes, feelings
Discuss/Write about the following:

3 Select and retrieve ftextual detail)
3aJ What phrase sums up the photographer's collection of images of the misery of war?
3b) How do we know that this person's photography is not just a hobby?

4 Explain (extended textual detail)
4a) What makes the photographer seem dedicated to the service and rituals of photography as
though it is a vocation rather than a job?
4b) How does Duffy create a contrast between the dangerous war-zones and the safety of rural
England?

Explain (the writer's motive, attitude, feelings, ideas)
4c) Which kind of Power do you think the poem explores:

. the power of photography to capture world events

. the power of experience on the mind and memory of the photographer

. the lack of power of the photographs when eventually published?

 d) Which of these kinds of Conflict do you think the poem explores:
. conflict between the human feelings of the photographer and the need to do his job
. conflict between different groups in warfare
. conflict between the lives of people far away and in England?

4e) What is suggested by the detail of the photographer's hands which "did not tremble then though
seem to now"?
4fJ How does Duffy make us aware that this photographer was sensitive to the feelings of the
people he photographed as part ofhis job?

5 Interpret explore, analyse (writer's ideas and purpose, and effects on readers')
5a) Why does Duffy quote the statem ent "AIl flesh is grass" in a poem about photographic
journalism?
5b) How does she make the reader feel about the newspaper editor?
5c) How does she make the reader feel about the readers of the Sunday Supplement?

B Study focus: language. form and structure

6 Language
6a) The photographer's film is arranged in "ordered rows": what does this suggest about his
approach to his work?
6b) Why do you think Duffy wrote "ordinary" to describe pain in rural England?
6c) How do you think the photographer "sought approval withoutwords" of the crying wife when he
took a picture of her bloodstained husband?

7 Form
7a) What is the pattern of rhyming and non-rhyming lines in the first three verses?
7b) How does the last verse differ from the pattern of the first three verses?

B Structure
Use two coloured highlighters to mark the parts in each verse where Duffy contrasts features of the
photographer's home in England and features of war-zones abroad where he has worked.



C Study focus: contexts and comparisons
"Each task provides a contextual idea and if students focus their answer on this, they will
naturally be able fo access AO3." "The mark scheme recognises a broad interpretation of
context e.g. placing the extract within the larger context of the play, of a literary form or genre, of
the student's own contemporary context as well as historical context." Examiners' report 2017

The context of ideas for all the poems in this cluster is that of the cluster title - Power and
Conflict. Each poem should be approached as an example of some kind of power or some kind
of conflict - or both.

9a) The student's own contemporary context
What is your reaction when you see photographs of people suffering in a war zone? [See examples)

9b) The wider historical/literary context
What is important about photographs of distressing events in war zones? Historical record/
Provoke sympathy/Make readers glad they're well out of it?

10 Compare with:
. Poppies - similar because it concerns a recording of names, but different in its focus on the emotions

of a mother rather than the strength or weakness of the recording
. Tissue: similar because it is concerned with the way people record life and death events, or plan their

lives, but different because it compares the fragile tissue of paper with the fragile tissue of human

life.
. Remains - similar because focus on the power of conflict to continue to haunt an individual, but

different it its focus on a military rather than professional context,

Support (knowledge & understanding)
Gloss: " spools" - rolls of film (used before digital cameras); " only light is red" (used in photo-lab dark
room; used in church; " secrqmenf "- religious ceremo ny; " intone a mass" - recite or chant a Roman
Catholic service); Belfast, Beirut, Phnom Penh - areas of conflict in N lreland, Lebanon, Cambodia;
" all flesh is grass" - a Biblical statement that life is fragile; " solutions" - chemical mixtures used to
develop photographs;"dispel"- drive away; "sundoy's supplement",magazine section of a Sunday
newspaper; "impassively" - without emotion

Fill backgroundt Pre-digital photographers would print their own film to control how they looked.

Gradually, the image appeared on the developing paper in the tray holding the developing liquid.

Reinforce: Photographs from Belsen, (George Rodger), Vietnam (Nic Ut), Africa (Kevin Carter) and
Aleppo [Joseph Eid).

Stretch (independent application and development of knowledge & understanding)
Consider:

. ethics of photojournalism e.g. Kevin Carter - should he help the child or take the picture that may

alert the world to what famine means?

. role of photo-journalism: e.g. as historical evidence. (Rodger)

. impact of photojournalism: does familiarity/horror make readers switch offz [Ut)


